A self-map, either single-valued or multi-
Introduction
An n-valued map φ : X Y is a continuous, that is both upper and lower semicontinuous, function such that, for each x ∈ X, the set φ(x) is an unordered subset of exactly n points of Y . A point x ∈ X is a fixed point of a multivalued function φ : X X if x ∈ φ(x). The study of n-valued maps and of their fixed point theory was initiated by Schirmer in [33] , [34] , [35] .
In [34] , Schirmer defined the Nielsen number N (φ) of an n-valued map φ : X X of a connected finite polyhedron and proved that every n-valued map homotopic to φ has at least N (φ) fixed points. A major goal of Nielsen fixed point theory, whether in the classical setting of single-valued maps or for a class of mutivalued maps, is to identify maps that have multiple fixed points. We define a map to be multiply fixed if every map homotopic to it has at least two fixed points.
1 Thus Schirmer's result implies that an n-valued map φ : X X is multiply fixed if N (φ) ≥ 2. The example of an n-valued map in [33] is of the following type. Let S 1 denote the group of complex numbers of absolute value one and define φ n,1 : S
1

S
1 by letting φ(z) be the set of n-th roots of z, that is, φ n,1 (z) = {z 1/n }. By Theorem 4.1 of [6] , N (φ n,1 ) = n − 1 so φ n,1 is multiply fixed if n ≥ 3. The class of n-valued maps φ n,1 was extended in [9] to a class of "linear" n-valued maps on tori of all dimensions and a formula for their Nielsen number was found for many cases. With a few exceptions, the maps to which the formula applies are multiply fixed.
A more general construction of n-valued maps of manifolds is described as Example 3.2 of [3] , but their fixed point sets are connected and therefore these maps are not multiply fixed. Thus the only explicit construction of multiply fixed n-valued maps has taken place on tori. The purpose of this paper is to present a general construction of multiply fixed n-valued maps defined on finite polyhedra and demonstrate that the construction produces substantial classes of such functions in a variety of settings.
Let p : X → X be a finite covering space of a connected finite polyhedron, of degree n, then p −1 : X X that takes x ∈ X to the fiber over x is an n-valued map (see Proposition 2.1). For the finite covering space p : S 1 → S 1 defined by p(z) = z n , we have p −1 = φ n,1 . However, since X = X in general, we cannot study the fixed point theory of p −1 . A larger class φ n,d : S
1
S
1 of n-valued maps of S 1 was introduced in [6] by defining φ n,d (z) = {z d/n }, that is, φ n,d (z) is the set of n-th roots of z d for some integer d. Theorem 4.1 of [6] , that N (φ n,d ) = |n − d|, shows that almost all the φ n,d are multiply fixed. We can view the map φ n,d as the composition φ n,d = p −1 f where f (z) = z d and p(z) = z n . More generally, we can obtain an nvalued map of the form p −1 f : X X for any single-valued map f : X → X and any finite covering space p : X → X of degree n. We can then define an n-valued self-map φ p,f : X X by setting
The definition of φ p,f is the construction to which the title of this paper refers. Since a single-valued lift f : X → X of a map f : X → X to a covering space p : X → X has the property pf = f p and, similarly, pφ p,f = f p, we will call φ p,f the n-valued lift of the map f to the covering space p. A map f : X → X has many single-valued lifts to a covering space p : X → X, but there is only one n-valued lift φ p,f of f for each finite covering space of X.
In Section 2 we will recall Schirmer's definition of the Nielsen number of an n-valued map and prove that N (φ p,f ) ≥ N (f ) for any n-valued lift φ p,f : X X of f : X → X. Therefore, every n-valued lift φ p,f of f is multiply fixed if N (f ) ≥ 2. The rest of Section 2 will be devoted to a closer examination of the relationship between the Nielsen number of f and the Nielsen number of an n-valued lift. We obtain a formula for N (φ p,f ) that depends on N (f ), the fundamental group homomorphism induced by f , and the monodromy action of the covering space p. In Section 3 we present a variety of settings in which the construction of φ p,f produces many multiply fixed n-valued maps: graphs, orientable double covers of closed nonorientable manifolds, handlebodies, free G-spaces of finite groups G, and nilmanifolds.
Properties of the Construction
Let f : X → X be a map of a connected finite polyhedron X. Every such map is homotopic to a map with finitely many fixed points each of which is in the interior of a maximal simplex of X. The construction of such a map is due to Hopf [25] , see [5] , pages 117 -119, so we will call a map with these properties a Hopf map.
Throughout this section, p : X → X is a finite covering space, of degree n, of a connected finite polyhedron and φ p,f : X X is the n-valued lift of a Hopf map f : X → X to the covering space that is defined by φ p,f (x) = {p −1 (f p(x))}.
⊆ U is open and therefore φ p,f is also upper semicontinuous.
An n-valued map φ : X Y is split if there exist single-valued maps g 1 , . . . , g n : X → Y such that φ(x) = {g 1 (x), . . . , g n (x)} for all x ∈ X and {g 1 , . . . , g n } is called the splitting of φ.
2 . The Splitting Lemma ( [4] , see Lemma 1 on page 74 of [33] ) states that if φ : X Y is an n-valued map of finite polyhedra and X is simply connected, then φ is split. In [34] , fixed points x 0 and x 1 of an n-valued map φ : X X are defined to be equivalent if there is a path c in X from x 0 to x 1 with the splitting φc = {g 1 , . . . , g n } for which there is a map g j : I → X such that g j (0) = x 0 , g j (1) = x 1 and g j is homotopic to c relative to the endpoints. The equivalence classes are the fixed point classes of φ.
Let φ : Y Y be an n-valued map of a connected finite polyhedron whose fixed point set is finite and each fixed point is in the interior of a maximal simplex. At each fixed point y of φ, the restriction of φ to the interior of the maximal simplex splits as {k 1 , . . . , k n } with k j (y) = y for some j and ind(φ, y) the fixed point index of φ at y is defined to be the fixed point index ind(k j , y), as on page 13 of [26] , of the single-valued map k j at y. Then ind(F), the index of a fixed point class F is defined to be the sum of the fixed point indices of φ of all the points of the class. A fixed point class F is essential if ind(F) = 0 and the Nielsen number N (φ) of φ is the number of essential classes.
3
Lemma 2.1. Letx 0 be a fixed point of the n-valued lift φ p,f : X X of a Hopf map f : X → X to a covering space p :
There is a euclidean neighborhood U ofx 0 ∈ F ix(φ p,f ), containing no other fixed point of φ p,f , such that by restricting p to U we obtain a homeomorphism h = p| U : U → p( U ) = U and U is a euclidean neighborhood of x 0 = p(x 0 ). Let {k 1 , . . . , k n } be the splitting of the restriction of φ p,f to U such that k j : U → X has the property k j (x 0 ) =x 0 . Let V ⊆ U be a neighborhood ofx 0 such that f (p( V )) ⊆ U . Now forx ∈ V we have k j (x) = h −1 f p(x) so hk j = f h : V → X and therefore, by the topological invariance of the fixed point index ( [26] , Corollary I.3.6), ind(k j ,x 0 ) = ind(f, x 0 ). Lemma 2.2. Let x 0 and x 1 be equivalent fixed points of a Hopf map f : X → X and let c : I → X be a path such that c(0) = x 0 , c(1) = x 1 and c is homotopic to f c relative to the endpoints. Forx 0 ∈ p −1 (x 0 ), letc : I → X be the lift of c tox 0 and letx 1 =c(1), thenx 0 andx 1 are equivalent fixed points of φ p,f .
Proof. Let H : I × I → X be a homotopy such that H(s, 0) = x 0 and H(s, 1) = x 1 for all s and H(0, t) = c(t) and H(1, t) = f c(t) for all t. By the covering homotopy property, there is a homotopy H : I × I → X such that H(0, t) =c(t) and p H = H. Thus
so H(1, t) : I → X defines a path in the splitting of φ p,fc that is homotopic relative to the endpoints toc and we have proved that x 0 andx 1 are equivalent fixed points of φ p,f .
We denote the number of points in a finite set S by #S.
Proof. (i) If fixed pointsx 0 ,x 1 ∈ F ix(φ p,f ) are equivalent, then there is a pathc : I → X such thatc(0) =x 0 ,c(1) =x 1 and in the splitting φ p,fc = {g 1 , . . . ,g n } there is a mapg j such thatg j (0) =x 0 ,g j (1) = x 1 andg j is homotopic toc relative to the endpoints. Thus there is a homotopy H :
is a homotopy between c = pc and g j = pg j relative to the endpoints c(0) = g j (0) = x 0 and c(1) = g j (1) = x 1 . Now
Therefore x 0 and x 1 are equivalent fixed points of f , so if F is a fixed point class of φ p,f , then F ⊆ p −1 (F) for some fixed point class F of f . Now let F be a fixed point class of f . Ifx ∈ p −1 (F), theñ x ∈ F ix(φ p,f ) sox ∈ F for some fixed point class of φ p,f . Since we have shown that F ⊆ p −1 (F), we conclude that p −1 (F) is the union of fixed point classes of φ p,f .
(ii) Since x 0 , x 1 ∈ F, there is a path c : I → X from x 0 to x 1 that is homotopic to f c relative to the endpoints. Write p −1 (x 0 ) = {x 0 and setx
. This defines a one-to-one correspondence between p −1 (x 0 ) and p −1 (x 1 ). Supposex 
Now let F be a fixed point class of f and let F be a fixed point class of
is also essential. Thus, for each essential fixed point class of f there is at least one essential fixed point class of φ p,f and therefore
We will devote the rest of this section to describing the specific relationship between the Nielsen number N (f ) of a map of a connected finite polyhedron and the Nielsen number N (φ p,f ) of its n-valued lift to a covering space p.
Let f : X → X be a map of a connected finite polyhedron and let x ∈ F ix(f ). Define the subgroup
If fixed points x 0 and x 1 of f are not equivalent, then the groups F ix(f π , x 0 ) and F ix(f π , x 1 ) may not be isomorphic, as the following example illustrates.
Let X = a∪b be the figure-eight space where a and b are circles in the plane, of radius one, centered at (−1, 0) and (1, 0) respectively, and let x 0 = (0, 0) and x 1 = (2, 0). Orienting a and b counterclockwise and viewing them as loops based at x 0 , then π 1 (X, x 0 ) is the free group generated by the homotopy classes of a and b. To obtain a presentation of the group π 1 (X, + and b + b − . Proposition 2.2. Let f : X → X be the map of the figure-eight space X = a ∪ b that is the identity on a and reflects b about the horizontal axis, so the fixed points of f consist of the points of a and the point x 1 = (2, 0). Then the group F ix(f π , x 1 ) is trivial.
Proof. Let : I → X be a loop based at x 1 . We may homotope so that there is a partition of I with the property that the restriction of to each interval of the partition is one of the paths a, a
− and this representation is reduced in the sense that no path is immediately followed by its inverse. We have defined f so that − e for some path e from x 0 to x 1 . However, = b + c would then not be reduced, so no such loop exists and F ix(f π , x 1 ) = 1.
Since F ix(f π , x 0 ) is the subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ) generated by the homotopy class of a, it is not isomorphic to F ix(f π , x 1 ). On the other hand, we have Lemma 2.3. If x 0 and x 1 are equivalent fixed points of f : X → X, then F ix(f π , x 0 ) and F ix(f π , x 1 ) are isomorphic groups.
Proof. Let c : I → X be a path such that c(0) = x 0 , c(1) = x 1 and c is homotopic to f c relative to the endpoints. Define the isomorphism c * :
Let p : X → X be a covering space of degree n. For a loop a : I → X such that a(0) = a(1) = x andx ∈ p −1 (x), there is a unique path λ(a,x) : I → X such that λ(a,x)(0) =x and pλ(a,x)(t) = a(t) for all t. The monodromy action µ x :
Theorem 2.2. Let φ p,f : X X be the n-valued lift of a Hopf map f : X → X to the covering space p :
Proof. Supposex 0 ,x 1 ∈ p −1 (x * ) are equivalent fixed points of φ p,f . Therefore, there is a pathc : I → X such thatc(0) =x 0 ,c(1) =x 1 and, for the splitting {g 1 , . . . ,g n } of φ p,fc : I X there is someg j such thatg j (0) =x 0 ,g j (1) =x 1 andg j is homotopic isc relative to the endpoints. Let c = pc and γ = [c] ∈ π 1 (X, x * ) then, by the uniqueness of lifting,c = λ(c,x 0 ) sox 1 = µ x * (c,x 0 ). To show that γ ∈ F ix(f π , x * ), let H : I × I → X be a homotopy such that H(s, 0) =x 0 , H(s, 1) =x 1 for all s, H(0, t) =c(t) and H(1, t) = g j (t) for all t. Then for H = p H : I × I → X we have H(s, 0) = H(s, 1) = x * for all s and H(0, t) = pc(t) = c(t) for all t. Now g j (t) ∈ φ p,fc (t) = {p
and there is a homotopy H : I × I → X such that H(s, 0) = H(s, 1) = x * for all s, H(0, t) = c(t) and H(1, t) = f c(t) for all t. By the covering homotopy property there is a map H : I × I → X such that H(0, t) =c(t) for all t and p H = H. Defineg : I → X byg(t) = H(1, t). Since H(s, 0) ∈ p −1 (x * ) for all s and H(0, 0) =c(0) =x 0 , theng(0) =x 0 and, similarly,g(1) =x 1 . We have pg(t) = f c(t) = f pc(t) for all t, sõ g(t) ∈ {p −1 (f c(t))} = {p −1 (f pc(t))} ∈ φ p,fc (t). Now φ p,fc : I → X splits as {g 1 , . . . ,g n } sog =g j for some j. Thus we have proved thatx 0 andx 1 are equivalent fixed points of φ p,f .
Let F be a fixed point class of f and let x * ∈ F. We have demon-strated that the set of points in p −1 (x * ) that are in a fixed point class F ⊆ p −1 (F) is the orbit of the restriction to F ix(f π , x * ) of the monodromy action on p −1 (x * ), so the number of fixed point classes of φ p,f that intersect p −1 (x * ) is #(p −1 (x * )/F ix(f π , x * )). By Lemma 2.2, the number of fixed point classes of φ p,f is independent of x * ∈ F and, by Lemma 2.3, the monodromy action restricts to isomorphic groups for all x * ∈ F. Therefore, there are #(p −1 (x * )/F ix(f π , x * )) fixed point classes of φ p,f in p −1 (F).
By Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we can describe the relationship of N (φ p,f ) to N (f ) as follows: Theorem 2.3. Let φ p,f : X X be the n-valued lift of a Hopf map f : X → X to the covering space p : X → X. Let F 1 , . . . , F N (f ) be the essential fixed point classes of f and let x j be any point of F j , then
Corollary 2.1. Let φ p,f : X X be the n-valued lift of a Hopf map f : X → X to the covering space p :
To illustrate the theorem, let X = a ∪ b ∪ c where a, b and c are circles in the plane, of radius one, centered at (−2, 0), (0, 0) and (0, 2), respectively, and orient each circle in the counter-clockwise direction. Viewing the plane as the complex numbers, we define f : X → X by setting f (z) = z 3 if z ∈ b and f (z) = z otherwise. The fixed point classes of f are F 1 = a and F 2 = c, and both classes are essential. Let x 1 = (−1, 0) ∈ F 1 and x 2 = (1, 0) ∈ F 2 . Let b + , b − be the intersections of the circle b with the upper and lower half-planes, respectively. Then π 1 (X, x 1 ) is the free group generated by a, b and b −1 + cb + with F ix(f π , x 1 ) the subgroup generated by a. Similarly, π 1 (X, x 2 ) is the free group generated by b, c and b + ab −1 + with F ix(f π , x 2 ) the subgroup generated by c. Let p : X → X be the double cover corresponding to the subgroup of π 1 (X, x 1 ) generated by a 2 , ab, ab
+ (compare page 58 of [22] ). Let
1 } then a, viewed as a loop at x 1 , is lifted to x 
1 so #(p −1 (x 1 )/F ix(f π , x 1 )) = 1. On the other hand, viewing c as a loop at x 2 , it lifts to two loops in X so #(p −1 (x 2 )/F ix(f π , x 2 )) = 2. Let φ p,f be the 2-valued lift of a Hopf map homotopic to f . By Theorem 2.3, the Nielsen number of
Applications
In this section we will describe several classes of n-valued maps that are obtained by means of the construction of the previous section. With rare exceptions, these n-valued maps are multiply fixed. We will illustrate the construction in each class by means of a simple example.
Graphs
Let X be a connected finite graph, that is a connected, 1-dimensional finite polyhedron. The fundamental group of X is the free group on r generators for some r ≥ 1. The homotopy classes of self-maps of X are determined by their induced fundamental group endomorphisms and thus by the ordered set of r words in the free group that are the images of the generators. Let f : X → X be a map of a connected finite graph. If the fundamental group of X is a free group on two generators, then the Nielsen number N (f ) can be calculated by the WYK (Wagner -Yi -Kim) algorithm [28] . There is as yet no algorithm for computing N (f ) for all self-maps if the fundamental group has r ≥ 3 generators. However, Wagner's algorithm in [37] calculates N (f ) for all maps that have remnant, a sort of small-cancellation property of the r words that determine the homotopy class of f . The remnant property is satisfied by "most" self-maps in the sense that the property is generic. 5 Moreover, the algorithm of [21] calculates the Nielsen number for a class of self-maps of connected finite graphs that is substantially more general than the class of maps with remnant.
For our example, as in Proposition 2.2 we let X = a ∪ b be the figure-eight space where a and b are circles in the plane of radius one, centered at (−1, 0) and (1, 0) respectively, and let x 0 = (0, 0) and x 1 = (2, 0). Also as in that proposition, let f : X → X be a map that induces f π : π 1 (X, x 0 ) → π 1 (X, x 0 ) such that, if we view a and b as oriented loops at
The map f has two fixed point classes F 1 , the loop a, and F 2 = {x 1 }. Since ind(f, x 1 ) = 1 and the Lefschetz number L(f ) = 1 also, the only essential fixed point class is F 2 . We may homotope f to a Hopf map, still with just one essential fixed point class F 2 = {x 1 }.
Consider the double cover p : X → X corresponding to the subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ) generated by the classes of a, b 2 and bab −1 (see the first figure on page 58 of [22] ). Let φ p,f : X X be the 2-valued lift of f to p. By Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.1, there are two essential classes in p −1 (F 2 ) so N (φ p,f ) = 2.
Orientable Double Covers
Let X be a closed, that is compact and without boundary, nonorientable manifold, then there is a covering space p : X → X where X is the closed orientable manifold that is the orientable double cover of X. Thus for each map f : X → X there is a 2-valued map φ p,f : X X. As an example, let p : T → K be the orientable double covering where T is the 2-dimensional torus and K is the Klein bottle. Let f : K → K be a Hopf map and, choosing x * ∈ F ix(f ), the fundamental group π 1 (K, x * ) is generated by classes α and β satisfying the relation αβαβ
for integers u, v and w, where if w is even then u = 0. By Theorem 5.7 of [13] , the Nielsen number of f is N (f ) = |w − 1| if u = 0 and N (f ) = |u(w − 1)| otherwise. Proof. Since K is a compact solvmanifold, it follows from Corollary 8.3 of [24] that K is a Wecken space, that is, a map f : K → K is homotopic to a map g : K → K with exactly N (f ) fixed points. If w = 1 then N (f ) = 0 so there is map g : K → K homotopic to f such that g has no fixed points. Therefore the 2-valued map φ p,g : T T is also fixed point free and thus not multiply fixed. If w = 0, 1 or 2, then N (f ) ≥ |w − 1| ≥ 2 so φ p,f is multiply fixed by Theorem 2.1(iii). If w = 0 or w = 2, then N (f ) = 1 and we may assume that there is just one fixed point x * of f and that ind(f, x * ) = 0. Since w is even, then f π (α) = 1 and either
In either case, F ix(f π , x * ) = 1 so by Corollary 2.1 and the fact that F ix(φ p,f ) consists of just two points, we conclude that N (φ p,f ) = 2 and thus φ p,f is multiply fixed.
Handlebodies
Let M and M be compact, connected 3-manifolds with nonempty boundaries and let D and D be 2-discs on their boundaries, then their disc sum M ∆ M is the compact, connected 3-manifold with boundary obtained by identifying D and D by a homeomorphism. Let T and K denote the solid torus and solid Klein bottle, respectively. A 3-dimensional orientable handlebody of genus g is a space homeomorphic to T ∆ T ∆ · · · ∆ T = ∆ g j=1 T = T g and a 3-dimensional nonorientable handlebody is a space homeomorphic to ∆ g j=1 K = K g . Let G be a finite group that acts freely on a 3-dimensional handlebody M , orientable or nonorientable, of genus g. Then the projection p : X = M → M/G = X is a covering space of degree #(G). The manifold X = G/M is also a 3-dimensional handlebody, of
(see pages 161 -2 of [12] ). Since X is the homotopy type of a finite graph, its fundamental group is free on k generators and any ordered set of k words in those generators determines a self-map f of X. For the same reason, the Nielsen number of any map f : X → X can be calculated by [28] if k = 2 and, for a very general class of such maps, by [21] 
Every finite group acts freely on some 3-dimensional handlebody [31] , so it is not surprising that such actions have been extensively studied; see for instance [12] and the references cited there. Simple examples are furnished by the actions of the cyclic group G = Z/nZ. By Theorem 1 of [32] , G can act freely on T g if and only if g − 1 is a multiple of n. For instance, Z/3Z acts freely on T 10 and there is a triple covering p : X = T 10 → T 4 = X. Thus, given an ordered 4-tuple of words in four letters, there is a map f : X → X and a corresponding 3-valued map φ p,f : T 10 T 10 which, in all but a very few cases, is multiply fixed.
Since higher-dimensional handlebodies (see, for instance, [11] ) are also the homotopy type of graphs, this class of examples need not be restricted to the 3-dimensional setting.
Free G-Spaces
If a finite group G acts freely on a closed manifold X, so there is a covering space p : X → X = X/G, then a map f : X → X of the orbit space induces a #(G)-valued map φ p,f : X X. Manifolds that allow such group actions are plentiful enough so that, for instance, their bordism groups are used in relation to the semichar-acteristic in [14] . If X, and hence X, is a surface, then there is an algorithm based on the Fox calculus from [18] , and improved in [13] , for computing the Nielsen number N (f ). For manifolds of higher dimension, there are various techniques that can be applied to limited classes of manifolds and maps, see [27] , [38] as well as the survey [30] .
To construct an example, we consider S, the surface with boundary in the x, y-plane in R 3 obtained by removing from the disc of radius 4 about the origin the discs of radius 1/2 about the points (−1, 0) and (1, 0). As in Proposition 2.2, consider a ∪ b where a and b are circles of radius one about (−1, 0) and (1, 0), respectively, which is a subset of S. Let X be a closed orientable surface of genus 2 in R 3 whose intersection with the plane is S and extend the obvious retraction of S onto a ∪ b to a retraction ρ : . Thus, in particular, there is a free action of Z/2Z on the orientable surface X of genus 3 and the orbit space is the orientable surface X of genus 2. Therefore there is a double cover p : X → X and hence a 2-valued lift φ p,f : X X of f . The fundamental group of X has four generators and one relation and the kernel of the induced homomorphism ρ # : π 1 (X, x j ) → π 1 (a ∪ b, x j ) contains two of those generators for each of j = 0, 1 and 2. If we view a and b as oriented loops at
An argument similar to that of Proposition 2.2 demonstrates that F ix(f π , x 1 ) = F ix(f π , x 2 ) = 1 as well. Therefore, by Corollary 2.1, we have N (φ p,f ) = 2N (f ) = 6.
Letf : X → X be an equivariant map. Thenf induces a map f : X → X = X/G of the orbit space. Let p : X → X be the quotient map to the orbit space, which is a finite covering space of degree #(G). We observe that, by means of our construction each equivariant mapf : X → X of the G-space X induces a #(G)-valued map φ p,f : X → X of the same space.
Nilmanifolds
Let G be a connected, simply-connected nilpotent Lie group and let Γ be a discrete subgroup of G acting cocompactly on G, then the orbit space X = G/Γ is a compact nilmanifold.
Let Aut(G) denote the group of automorphisms, that is, smooth self-isomorphisms, of G. Then Aff(G), the affine group of G is the semidirect product of G and Aut(G) with the product defined by (x, h) • (y, k) = (xh(y), hk) for x, y ∈ G and h, k ∈ Aut(G). The group Aff(G) acts as diffeomorphisms of G by setting (x, h)(y) = xh(y). Identifying x ∈ G with (x, I) ∈ Aff(G), for I the identity automorphism, describes G as a translation subgroup in Aff(G). A torsion-free subgroup E of Aff(G) is called an almost-Bieberbach group if E ∩ G is a uniform lattice in G and the index of E ∩ G in E is finite. The finite group F = E/(E ∩ G) is called the holonomy group of E. Restricting the Aff(G) action to E, the orbit space X = G/E is a compact infranilmanifold. The compact nilmanifold X = G/(G ∩ E) is a covering space of X of degree #(F ).
The Nielsen theory of a map f : X → X of a compact infranilmanifold is related to its Lefschetz theory in the sense that, by Theorem 3.5 of [29] , N (f ) ≥ |L(f )|. Consequently, by Theorem 2.1(iii), we have Proposition 3.1. Suppose p : X → X is a finite cover of a compact infranilmanifold X by a compact nilmanifold X, of degree n, and f : X → X is a map. If the Lefschetz number |L(f )| ≥ 2, then the n-valued lift φ p,f : X X of f is multiply fixed.
If f : M → M is a map of a compact nilmanifold, then a theorem of Anosov ([2] , see also [19] ) states that N (f ) = |L(f )|. This result does not generalize to maps of infranilmanifolds. However, if the holonomy group of E does not contain a subgroup of index 2, then N (f ) = |L(f )| for every map f : X → X = G/E [16] and thus it is relatively easy to calculate the Nielsen number in these cases.
Our example comes from [15] . Let G be the Heisenberg group of upper-triangular 3 by 3 matrices A = [a ij ] with real entries and ones on the diagonal. Thus A is determined by the ordered triple (a 12 , a 13 , a 23 ) and we will therefore represent an element of G by the corresponding triple. An automorphism φ of G is given by φ(x, y, z) = (z − x, y + z(1 − x) + x 2 , −x).
It is not hard to check that the subgroup E of Aff(G) generated by translations (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and the element ((0, 1/3, 0), φ)
corresponds to the group given in [15] , pages 164 -5 determined by the parameters k 1 = 1, k 2 = 1, k 3 = 0 and k 4 = 1 and hence is almost-Bieberbach with holonomy group F = Z/3Z. Therefore, N (f ) = |L(f )| for all f : X → X = G/E. The infranilmanifold X = G/E is triple covered by the 3-dimensional Heisenberg nilmanifold X which is the quotient of G by the lattice of matrices in G with integer entries. Thus, by Proposition 3.1, if f : X → X such that |L(f )| ≥ 2, then its 3-valued lift φ p,f : X X to the Heisenberg nilmanifold is multiply fixed.
